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Buffalo Exchange 

"Hip Secondhand SoCal Fashion"

Buffalo Exchange offers a fun and funky selection of fashionable

secondhand clothing and accessories from their small boutique in The

Lab. This densely stocked store has a little bit of everything, contemporary

fashions for men and women offered alongside goth and punk hand-me-

downs as well as a small selection of brand new accessories. A bustling

acquisitions counter at the front of the store ensures that the shelves are

constantly replenished with the latest and greatest of hip SoCal fashions.

 +1 714 825 0619  www.buffaloexchange.com/location

s/orange-county/costa-mesa/

 2930 Bristol Street, Costa Mesa CA

 by Kristina Paukshtite   

Elsewhere Vintage 

"Vintage Collection"

After you visit Elsewhere Vintage you won't look any where else for

vintage! You'll find an impress vintage women's clothing collection. The

dresses are arranged by the decade, so you can easily find the perfect

1960s mod dress you've always dreamed of owning or a Victorian dress

that's perfect for a costume party. Although the clothing is secondhand all

the outfits have been well-maintained and are very clean. The accessories

are especially beautiful. Stop in and buy a pair of 1920s earrings that will

compliment any modern outfit.

 +1 714 771 2116  ElsewhereVintage@gmail.com  131 West Chapman Avenue, Orange CA
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Swellegant Vintage 

"Authentic Vintage Designs at Swellegant"

Swellegant Vintage stocks Newport's premiere vintage selection, offering

a constantly-rotating selection of authentic fashions from the 1940s

through the 1980s. The cramped store space brims with vintage treasures

sourced from the area's well-heeled fashionistas, ensuring high-quality

designer wear at a fraction of the usual price. Accessories have their own

niche carved out, antique jewelry and brand new costume pieces sharing

the display space. Because Swellegant takes in new acquisitions on a

weekly basis, there's always a new hidden gem lurking in the racks.

 +1 949 673 3604  www.swellegantvintage.c

om

 swellegantvintage@hotmai

l.com

 3409 Newport Boulevard,

Newport Beach CA
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